INTERVIEW

FREIGHT
FORWARDING, A
BAROMETER FOR THE
GLOBAL ECONOMY
CATALIN PUTINEANU, MANAGING DIRECTOR, IB CARGO

1.

One of your company statements is that
you can reach any commercial
destination in the world, by any means
of transport. What are the trends in the air, sea,
road or any kind of cargo, now?
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2.

Transport is considered being one of the
most influential and vibrant systems in
the economy. What does this industry
tell us now? How do you perceive the general
trends of the world and the local economy?
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Our strategy is to do a great job and to deliver the clients the
solutions they need, in the time and budget they need, in order to
give them time and peace of mind to focus on what they have to do
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7.

How do you prepare yourself, to become
better, as a leader? How do you get out
of your comfort zone? How do you find
the right work-life balance?

3.

As a CEO, what are the main challenges
you see now in the freight industry?
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4.

As a CEO, you also must lead the
transformation process. How do you do
it in your company?
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We work towards healthy, long-term partnerships with clients or
our partners or our employees

8.

In the past few years, Romania has had a
very large economic expansion and 2019
still looks good. What are your
expectations for 2019? There are business people
who say ‘’we must have a slowdown and it should
be in 2020’’. Are these people wrong?
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5.

Nearly every industry in Romania is
facing the challenge of the oil price
evolution and the workforce scarcity.
How do you deal with such challenges and what
kind of solutions do you implement to save time
and money for your clients?
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9.

How do you see the outlook of your
company and industry on short, medium
and long term?

6.

What is the impact of the fourth
industrial revolution on your company,
on your industry and in addressing your
clients’ needs?
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We grew in full crisis in 2008, so we have experience to offer
security to our clients
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.What is your good attack strategy
for the markets in 2019 and what is
your good defense for what might
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.In your opinion, as a CEO, which is
the most important question to ask
in the investment committee: what
can go right, or what mistake we cannot afford to
make? Why? Is there any other question that
you would ask your investment committee for
2019?
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FREIGHT FORWARDERS
RANKING BY COMPANY NAME
TURNOVER
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TURNOVER
2017 (RON)

TURNOVER TURNOVER
2016 (RON) EVOLUTION

NO, OF
PROFIT / LOSS EMPLOYEES
2017 (RON)
2017

ROMFRACHT SRL

139,974,425

139,577,872

0.28%

4,757,766

121

CALDARARU, ILFOV

CARGO-PARTNER EXPEDITII SRL

132,143,146

123,046,026

7.39%

4,296,365

216

SECTOR 1, BUCURESTI

EURO FLEET TRANSPORTS SRL

128,945,281

114,895,876

12.23%

13,850,881

258

GILAU, CLUJ

FM ROMANIA SRL

120,546,861

109,845,947

9.74%

-443,702

581

DUDESTII NOI, TIMIS

TURNOVER 2017 (RON): 119,314,004
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I.B. CARGO SRL

VOLUNTARI, ILFOV
www.ibcargo.com
CATALIN PUTINEANU
MANAGING DIRECTOR

TURNOVER 2016 (RON): 99,063,363
TURNOVER EVOLUTION: 20.44%

PROFIT / LOSS 2017 (RON): 6,634,148
NO. OF EMPLOYEES 2017: 71
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CONTACT

PRACTICOM SRL

117,980,014

66,242,174

78.10%

-11,605,488

726

SECTOR 5, BUCURESTI

UNICOM TRANZIT SA
Voluntari, Ilfov, Strada: Bulevardul Pipera, Nr 1-IA, etaj 3-5.
Cod Postal 077190, Tel: +40-21-2329948, Fax: +40-21-2329948,
Email: tranzit@unicom-group.ro,
www.unicom-group.rp/tranzit/index.html
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